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.Befoi-e 1921 • wbea Bei tle.- and tondoa1 Qalc,ulat d the 
etftagth of bonding in the b1drogen ol cule, no fundam ntal x-
plana.tion of the covalent bond •neted, In 1931. theu ·hu•d 
2 •1ectron-pair picture was extended. intuitively by Paul.iag te 
p0lyato , C lttf>le4'ul.tUh Z.deed ln hie 9Heet. d vwnoe ~ed tmQR ,, 
h assumed that local.i0ed bonds were formed, each with the 
character of an H--H l:>ond, Fui-the:rmor . • the di~eetloa of c>b bond 
was ohos n .eo that val.enc tcmic orbitals on centi-al. \om could 
overlap ttu>se of the attaehed toms as much as possible. ( ot• 
th• \lSe, ol iatdtion her ") lnstead o.f using oup theory• Pauling 
"1lied on elernentu, ethod.e 1n forming possible l)Jbridi~tions, 
Later workers have remetied. this defect in his th or,. 
In 1930 and 19:,l Born' and Slat r 4 sh0we4 that antiey etric 
¥ ~• t\lDct.ion could be employ din tre: ting poJ.¥ .tom1e molecule$• 
Their proe.edure va e sential~ a seneraliza:tt.oa ct the p~•d• 
electron 'PPN ch of Bd.tler and London.. P u11ng2 and Van Vlecit5 
1w. Reitler and,.. London, Z•ita !• P!!le.1lt, 44, 45-' (1927)• 
2L. Pauling , J!.• !J!• Chem. • !!!,• ,, 53, 1'611 3225 (19}1). 
~~ Born, Zeita !• Pm;eik• 64, 7291 6St 718 (19,0). 
l+J. c. Slat l't E!!z• U• • 38t 1109 (1931). , . 
J,. H. Van Vleck• i• Q~• ~!q's• t 1, 177 ,. 219 (193)) I 2, 20 
(1934). 
simplified. Slater •s method by breaking the eompl te system down 
into bonding elect ron pair localized !!_ bonds. This method 
se.ema to be a mathematical ·xtensisn of the classical ehemist • s 
view of bonds. In treating reeot\ ,ting systems by this valence 
6 
bond. method. one sup rpoaes various canonical structures•• Then 
thtt corresponding secular equation is set up and solved. 
2 
Instead of fellowing the classical chemist., one . y set up 
electron orbi tale extetnding wherev r nee.ded tkN>yhout t~• 
molecul.,. Bud , 7 Mulliken .8 Hucke1~9 ud tenaard-Jones10 developed 
such methods, which are moleculu orbital procedures., Various 
kinds of '9'ar1ation funotiens. may represent such extensive 
orbitals. We will base our ealeulations on atcm1c orbitals com-
bined linearly, 
~ = al <t> 1 + a2 q, 2 + • • • (1) 
Here ~ is the molecular orbit l while ¢ 1 , cp 2 •••• are atomic 
orb1 tals and the a ' s are varied to obtain the best a.ppr,c.udmation to 
energy levels . The variation lads to the well-kno1a1 se-eu.lar 
6CJ . Rumer , Nacgr . Alcad . Wi. s . G3ttingen , Math•l?bzs. Klasse , 
337 (1932) . 
7F. Hund, Zei,te !• Pbysik, 51 , 759 (1928); 63 , 719 (1930) . 
8
R. S. Mulliken • ~ . l1ev. • 32 , 186, 761 (1928); 33, 730 
(1929); 41 , 49 , 751 (19:;n; 43, 279 {1933) . 
9E. Buckel , Zeits ! • P&sik, 70, 204 (1931) 
10 J.E. Lennard•Jones, Trane. F'~ dy Soo., 25,. 668 (19z9) . 
equation for linear varia tion functions . In referring to such use 
of a linear combination of valence orbitals in forming t, olecular 
orbitals , e will call it the LCAO method. 
No • group t heory was first applied to quantum meohanieal 
systems by Bethe in 1929.11 He pointed out that each energy level 
ean be classified according to the irreducible represent tion that 
its eigenfunctions span. In highly symmetric molecule , one get 
quite a f w kinds of levels in this way . Different levels of the 
sam kind c n never cross as parameters in the system are changed; 
interaction between t he& keep them apart . We refer to this ~esult 
as the !:£!-crossing rule . Levels of different symmetrie , on the 
othe,r hand , can cross . ,ere they do , on s~ s an accidental 
de5ener cy xists . 
e will use grou theory to classify LCAO levels and to 
ei 1plify the s cular equation so that energy levels can be given 
in parametric form . Structures to be treated include those of th 
+2 tantal.um chlorid compiex ion T 6c112 1 the molybdenum chloride 
+4 complex ion Mo6c18 , and the t traphenylcyclobutadiene radical 
(C6H.5)4C4• 
ll H. Bethe, Ann . ~• P9is., 3t 133 (1929) . 
3 
EIGENFUNCTIOf- S S S ""(~ FOR R • RES T TIO 
In quantum mechanics , steady states of ystem are 
described by SchrHdinger •s time- fr e quation , which has the 
linear for 
B t.lJ i ll (T + V) vi i = i ~ i (2) 
with 4' i w v function de cribin a stat of the system, E1 the 
corresponding en rgy , and H the Hamiltoni n op rator consisting 
of a kinetic ner p rt T and potenti ·l ener p rt v. This 
operator llo s for various interactions in the system through 
its V t rm . urthermore , iltonian B is line in the ense that 
H ( X l + 'X 2 ) = BX l + H X' 2 
and 
ar ultimately concerned wiih con eq encea of th ddition 
prop rti t t h s when syat is y etric . 
(3) 
(4) 
ow, a molecule or complex is id to pos s ay etry if 
geometric operati ons exit wbioh e ute like nuclei . cllll 
such processes ay etry operations and not that they include 
. 12- 14 rotation , r-efl cti ona , 1.nv rsions . 
12
Eyring, Walter , and Ki ble , ~tum Ch istrz , John iley 
d on , Inc . : N w York. 1944, P• 37 • 
13aerbard Herzberg, Infrared nd R an Fectr_, D. Van 
oatra.nd Company , Iac . : New York, 1945. 
14 
dr w Streit · eser Jr., oleoular Orbital h oq, John 
Wiley and Sons , Inc . : ew York , 1961 , P • 71. 
When ymmetry oper tion cts on a giv n syst m, the 
n ohrodinger quation i tran·formed; thus 
H 'P . :s R i 'r . (5) 
l.. 1 
where R is the mathematical operator ffecting tbe transform tion . 
But since in the proces , th kinetic a.nd potential energy terms 
in Hare unchanged , operator R does not alter H and 
RH = HR (6) 
Furthe ore , the operation does not lter i and 
Ei • ' 1R (?) 
Therefore , Eq. (5 ) r arranges to the form 
( ) 
" and function 
the system. 
t 1 is also a olution of Schrodinger•s e u tion for 
If the level to which - 11 belongs i not degenerat , all 
i enfunction for it re proportional to 
would hav 
ch other. Her we 
where the most g neral for i a co plex eon tant times the 
origin l i genfunction. The new function 4' n · ds to be nor• 1 
mal.ized to the sarne valu as 'I' . 1 teelf; the oper tion does not 
l. 
ore te or ihila te electrons, 
(9) 
c*c • I (10) 
5 
If the level to which E1 b longs is k- fold gener te , on.e 
can find k ( nd no mor ) ind pendent functions 'Y 11 , 4' i 2 , • • · •, 
lJ' ik in cert n set tisfying E • (2) . But since the equation 
is lin ar, any lin r combination of thee solutions i also a 
olution. ons quently , when cts on on unction of th . eet • 
the ost ener .1 result is such a combination: 
(11) 
We suppo e that each ~ ij is normalized to the same value (such ae 
l) . Then th jl ' a mwst obey the equ tion 
(12) 
for '¥ i.l to be normalized to this value . 
ithout loss of generality , one can consi er each ajl as an 
1 ment of a matrix. Then when t he operation i applied to all k 
functions of th degen rate set in turn , 11 el ments of lt k -
matrix a appear. The k functions , furthe ore , form a ro matrix. -
'the re son for introducin the indices sin (ll) \till now 
b - given . If ~ is an operator eff cting a tran form tion corre-
spending to another sy try operation . w hav by analo 
(11) t 
j = l t 2 , • • • k 
to Eq . 
6 
But transfo tion S ay act on Eq. (11) to give 
k k. 
SR '/111 = li S Jl 'l' ij = ~ S </'ijajl (14) 
and since s and R b long to the same group , the product of Sand 
R Jields T which al o belongs to th · roup. Rewriting the above 
rela tionship, we have 
k k 
H 11 = LL 
mal J•l 
where 
k 
k 
bmJ· jl 4' irn = L 0 ml 4'i 
••l 
{15) 
cml = r- b ja .1 (16 ) j::l m J 
The elements b j and c 
1 
also fo , k x k: matrices . Indeed with 
m m - -
our convention, we have both 
SR • T (l?} 
and in the same ordor 
b = c (18) 
1 
The matric s multiply according to the gr oup multiplication t able . 
'l'herefore, they are said to form representation r j of the group. 
If we u e the orthonormal propertie of the eigeafunetions , we 
o show that the repres entation matrices re unit ry . 15 Thus , 
Eyring, Walter , and Kimble16 make th statement n ll matrice 
repr senting transformations of inter t re unitary . 0 Bee u 
15Kotani • Ohno , and Kayam , clclopedia .2f Physics , .Vol. 3? , 
pt. 2 , Spring- Verla : Berlin, 1961, P• 11. · 
l6 Eyring , Walter , and Kimble , .2R• ~ •, p,. 180. 
these atrices are generated by operating en the eigenfunctions 
'/' 
11
, th.e ly il are ea.id to .form a basi for the representation. 
Now, each represent .tion of a given group oan in principle 
be brokea down into well- known irreducible repre.t.;,entations, if it 
is not already one of t hese . Let us suppose f' . obtained above 
J 
to be reducible . Then.!• .!!, ~• ••• could be changed to forms 
' 
( 0 
t t 
in .. bi.ch~ • b t 
representation 
down as follows: 
£) n 
a • 
t 
C t • • 
• r . and 
J 
' • (~ ~j (1 !n) (19) tt • ·• • 2. b t ~ t -
tt n n 
• aad !. , b t .!! • • • • are separately 
n 
r j of the group .. We deeer-ibe thi 
(20) 
In these forms the oolwna matrices 
all ll ell 
a21 b2l c2l 
• • • . • It • • • (21), 
• • • 
'itl. • bkl. • ckl • 
, , • u n n 
contain eolumns of etither Jl , .!_ , ~ , • •• or a • !_ • !. 1 ••• 
and zeros. 
8 
fH t'I I 
c use of th se zero , th k functions lJ.-, 11 • c/J i 2 • •• • 
ttt 
4' ik en wbioh m trice.e (19) are based break down into two distinct 
sets. Thus for op ration R, we h v 
' 
'" B (}'11 ' 
k 
=L 
j=l 
(22) 
I f 
wher index 1 is 1 , 2 , ••• k and 
nt 
R 'f.J il ' = 
k 
~ 
• 
" n t 
ajl ' </I ij (23) 
j=k +l 
' , 
where ind x l is k + l ,. •. k . (In each case , all other 
elem nts of the matrix (21) are zero. ) 
The above process can be repeated until one has independent 
sets corresponding to irred1i1c:lble repre entations. But if two 
such sets belong to different irreducible representations, we have 
9 
a ca·se of accidental degeneracy . As pointed out in the introduction , 
we would exp ct small changes in the parameters to destroy the 
degeneracy. Wes et s result in atomic structures. For in the 
hydrogen atom , ns , np , nd levels are the same . But altering the 
1/ r field for th electron by bringing up charge distribut d as a 
function of r alone splits them apar t . Furthermore , one m y et 
up a. ligand field th t plits the np and :nd levels in various w s . 
On th other hand , if two such aet belon ed to the s e -
irreducible r-epres ntation . it would imply that nc interactj,on be.-. 
tveen them occurred. Fer in quant mechanics , interaction betw en 
like stats lways a uses s plitting. 
the non- crossing rule . 
his principle is embodied in 
Beno , representations generated by eigenfunction b ving the 
same ig nv lue are ta.kn to be irreducible . Note that the 
l v l . 
for 
- th d en r cy or th 
hue , w conclude t t atrix a i on o n irreducible -
ntation r . of the oup. 
J. 
d w r write 4• (11) in the 
R '/I i 
l 
k 
L r 1< >J1 cµ ~ 
j=l 
(24-) 
where r i ( ) jl is the J!th le e-nt of the tru. 
10 
urther in!or· tion on roup theory c . b found in rin , 
alter , 
Wi er , 
Ch i 
d ur by , os nt 1 nd urphy , 
17 Ibid., P• 172. -
l d ~ by , 
r o trand Co 
19a. • Ro ·enthal and o. • urphy , ev . -2!1• E!!l,!•, 8, 
31 (1936) . 
20 ene • w York, 
1959. 
21s tr itwi er , o • cit., P• 63. -
11 
U I G T IIC RBIT 
In our calculations the fundamental problem is how atoms oom• 
bine in forming the molecules or com.plexea under tudy . Indeed , we 
hav given et of valence orbitals erected on v ious a.t-0aio cores 
loca ted a t kno,-n positions. The interactions between thee are to 
be expre sed s function of interactions between independent pairs 
of atomic orbitals. Th latter interactions appear as terms in 
elements of the secul· equation _wh.en the vari tion function is a 
linear combina tion of a set of possibl 41 ' e given by Eq. (1) . 
To exploit th symmetry of the oyer- all system ,. we form the 
vari tion functions so that they belong to the proper irreducible 
representations. Which ones are needed and how many tim s each 
22 appe rs are determined following Eyring, Walter , and Ki ble. In-
deed since th molecular orbital a.re linear functions of the atomic 
orbitals , 1th r serve equally well as basis functions - they belong 
to the rune r pr s ntation. 
ter this representation. based on the valence orbitals , i 
formed , one break it down into its irreducible component . In 
the following , w suppose that the !_th irreducible repr sentation 
occur s1 times and that the dim naion of r 1 is 11 • Thus , we h ve 
s1 set of ind pendent eigenfunctions which form b es for r i' 
while the degeneracy of each set is 11• 
ring ,, alter , and Kimble , !2• -2!!•, P• 184. 
12 
Now from! different tomic orbit ls one can form! inde-
pendent molecular orbitals by Eq. (1) . 'I1he linear r lationship can 
be invert d o that e ch tomic orbital is a. linear function of the 
molecular orbitalsi 
(25) 
i 
Here </> 1 an atomic orbital and l\' km the molecular orbital (MO} 
which belong to the !,th irreducible repr sentation of dimension 
Them summation proceeds over a -
degenera.t set of eigenfunctions belonging to each irreducible 
representation , while the~ summation talces care of the s1 times 
r i app ars. Finally • summation over i allo"1s for all irreducible 
components in the reducible representation. 
en Eq. (25) is transfo ed by operation of the group it 
takes on the form 
But q . (24) reduce thi to 
s 
R4> = ~ ~ 
i k:::l 
ultiplyin both sides by the character corresponding to Rand 
irreducible representation j , which is 
1. 
X/R) = zJ r /R)tt 
t=l 
13 
~ 61 11 11 \1 i 
L_ l'j( )R ~ = L ~ L 01 L L 2 r j< ')tt r / )nm"' kn 
R 1 k-1 . .l. aml t•l 
Fin 117 introducing the ortho nality cond1tion2' •24 
we obt 1a 
~ r / R)tt ri (' )nm = ~ ij ~tn S 
B 
h 
~ j 
eince the only contribution occ,u.r wh n 1 • J. Bringing 1n 
properti s of th other Yi.roneeker delta yields 
be right id i func t oa belonging tc the j th irreducible 
repr · entation. t or convenience , e no lize it 
(26) 
(JI j • (no alig,a.tion con t t} l, X~ ( ) <p (2:/) 
so t t if · t re · uita'ble eig n : unction , it would sa,ti fy uli •• 
excl _on prlnoipl • 
16110 8 
Z)lbi • , • l l . 
24 
_ er, !E.• !!!• , P• 7t. 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE COLLEGE UBRAIJ~ 
On applying the v ri tion theorem 25 to our l\' j , we g t the 
s culu equation 
8i1·6i1 Hi.2·8121 • • • Hi.n•81n 
B21-s21E H22• 822E • • • 52n- S2nE 
• • 
• • = 0 
• • 
llnl- Snl E Hnz• Sn2E • • • Hn11• SrmE 
where Ifjk = S ut/ H 'f kd?' and Sjk • ) '¥ / o/ kd"r • 
The normalization introduced above ake 
sjj = 1 
(28) 
In the ppendi.x (Eqs . A•2 , A- 7;1 - 10) • we find that integr als Bjk 
ai,.ci sjk differ from r.ero only when \J' j and ~ k beloag to the eam 
column of the s , e irr educible representation. 
14 
Thus when each irredueible representation appears only one• , 
d s
1
k for j ~ k a.re ze:i-o., :ru:rthermore , fre Eq. ( •11) 
c.: 
in the ppendi:x: we see th t Hjj'e for different colWl!ls of a given 
rep.rea nta.tion are equal . Intuitively , the Hjj integr le for 
given level are equal because each '/I j describes the level equally 
well. 
eoaus all thee m trix element r zero vhen s1 = l 
for each it the ecular d termin nt r duces to 
811-E 0 0 0 • • • 
0 122· 0 0 • • • 
0 0 B22- E 0 • • • 
0 0 0 S,_;•E 
• • • 8,3•E • 0 (29) 
• • • H3:;-E 
• • • • 
• 
tion (29) c also be written s 
j (Hj.( )lj • 0 (30) 
and the energy lev le found individually, The total number of 
eq tion th.at are solved is equal to the number .of irred.ucibl 
-components in the reducibl repr enta tion . so it ia ppar nt 
th t 11 w need is one of the lj eigenf unctions to det nnine th 
energr of a level. It ust be remembere t hat in a 
15 
we can pl ce 2 lj electrons, i.e . two electrons in e ch lev 1 with 
opposit spin. 
ow, e are re dy to inv tigate wh t happens when an 
lrr ducible representation appears more than once. For the sake 
of will eonsid ran exampl wher it appears twice . 
If the irreducible repres ntation under consider tion bas 
d.egner 01 lj w c form two p~sically ind pen4ent set of 
lj independent functions which belong to the s. .e irreducible 
representation. Each of the l j functions in each se,t b long t o 
16 
aJ1 individual column of the representation• aa shown by .q. ( • 2) 
1D the appendix. There will then be one function from each set 
beloaging to the same column of the representation. For these two 
functione (which generate tiffer ent eigenvalues) , the Hjk' or 
interaction, integral is not z ro , but has a finit value. Also 
26 
einee the eigenfunctions are P!vsicallz independent , Sjk • cS jk' 
the secul r determinant involving the irreducible representation 
appearing tw.ice becomes 
I 
I Hjk 
I 
0 0 
0 I 
I 
• I • 
• I • . -, . --- ---------,- -----------
~j o I fk-E o 
0 
• 
• 
I 
I 
I 
I 
• I 
I 
• 
• 
• 
a O (Jl) 
Both section of the determinant are of the same dim nsion bee use 
thy re from the s me irreducible representation . Corresponding 
26 "' One might exp ct fro previous arguments that when r and 
1p k belong to the e column S k would be cliff . rent from zero~ 
However we have physically dif!drent eigenfunctions and normaliza-
tion to one, hence S jk c & jk • 
11 
f\Ulotion ia t jj a.ad ~k integral belong te t h 
of the r present · tion.; th r for , t int r ction integral 
ro th et · inant ( 31) th Bjk t are 
1th •• u.al ~ ·ro c n · d ration of 
the He~mitiaa ropertie oft e I iltcni d the uit ey n tur 
oft nt tion;27 tb tis 
(32) 
or 
(33) 
• c re r the te in • (31) to obtain with the . d ot 
.o (}4) 
q . t1on ( 4) giv e us t.be two• n r l .v l whio'.b oorr epond to 
th . irreducibl r pr n ti n pp rin t ce in the r uc1 l 
re re eat tion. If the irr,edu.cibl• repre ntation PI'• r 
ll v x dete in t containin nt r c.t on iat 
betw en the · eibl p·. r of r r :nt ti v functions •. 
I plyin t e to , on s io 
d t t they b lon to th s • -
21 rin , l r , bl , !E,• .£!!•, • • 
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column of the r resentation. The first condition is clearly 
met wh n the two sets of ~ • ar form d fro independent sets of 
tomio orbitals . For ex ple , one set may consist of s orbita1s 
while the second consists of p orbitals erected on the same atoms. 
Otherwise , one examines orthogonal combinations of functions {26) 
to get representativ functions in each set. 
In determining whether l.p j and \/I k b-elong to the same column. 
we, use an interaction criterion. For a given (normaliz d) o/ j• the 
function l/1 k ust be a (normalized} linear combination of the 
functions (26) for the s oond set which makes Hjk s 1.arge as 
possible . One ,can speed up the process by (1) reasoning intuitively 
from plots of the wave f1.tnctions and (2) using deeomposition-of-
representation tablets. Both methods are illustrated in the next 
section, the first for the Flu representation and t .e second f'or 
th representation. 
g 
After th proper 'I' • s found , one d termines the inte-
grals H~j and Bjk int _rms of the given atomic orbitals . Then 
Eq. (34), or it analog , is solved. 
For convenience, we employ 
</' j = A ( ~ 4> l + a2 cp 2 + • • .) 
• 
+ b2 <l> 2 
• f k • B {bl cp l + • • . ) (J5) 
wh re coefficients 8i • a2 , • • • and b1 t b2 , • • • are chosen as 
convenient integ rs while and B effect t he normalization required. 
The atomic orbitals in lJ' k are pri med to indica te t hat they may 
be different from t 'ho$e in 4' f Thus in 
19 
(36) 
we get 
Hjj = / A J ( Z a/ q:, 1 •) H ( ~ a,/P in) d 'r 
l l 
wbenoe 
r~ r 
l l 
(37) 
Here land mare summed over the same atomic orbitals as in Eq. 
(35) . or Eq. (37) we define the following two integrals 
J ¢,
1 
• H cp1dT = M01 = Coulombic :Lntegral 
and fcx- 1 ;J 
J * • ¢>1 H ¢> md7 = H 1m • Resonance integral 
Equation (39) indicates the bonding en rgy due to electrons 
(38) 
(}9) 
resonating between atoms. Because electrons move between atoms,. 
the region to which the electrons are oonfi.ned increases , thus 
28 decrea ing t heir kinetic ener.gy .. · he average potential nergy 
consequently decrease . hue intuitively , the resonance integrals 
incre s bonding energies . Until quantum mechanics was introdueed • 
threw a no way of determining the resonance energy. Classically 
28 
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l tbat could be determined as a coul bic nergy and it did 
not accout or all the bonding enerQ in a rnol cul. 
Ins etric olecules 1 all t he to ic orbital in a 
set e the ame;. all the Roi are equal and ar repre ented by, Be,• 
• The B 1m•e are equal fer any particul co _'bua.tion of neighbor&, 
• ' Q 
W-e lna3' t ake H lm = oc.. for near st neighbor inter ctions, H ll) :; \-' 
for· econd nearest neighbor interaction, etc. until all poeeible 
OOlllbiD tio.o.s of iateraetions a.re labelled., Then 
20 
H ,•jj = A• A [ ~ 11J. • '½_ lfo + ( • • • + ~•am + • • • ) oc. + • • •] ( tio) 
ln$tead of multiplying Eq, (Y/) out b.y hand , we will u-ee a multi• 
plic tion table for the bracketed pa.rt as shown in Tabl-e 1. 
Table 1 . Example of a ulti.plication Table• 
al a2 a, 4 ·• • • 
2 
~ 8i 
2 
•2 91a2 •a 
., -i•, 2 a2a3 3 
a4 91,a4 •2a4 a.,a4 
2 
•4 
• - • • • • 
• • • 
• • will use r al functions , 1 . e . a• = a •. 
21 
Just th coefficients ar needed b c use th atomio orbital used 
to te n p . ticular O re the ea e. For simplioi ty , we 
just ev te th lower half of the tabl · since it i symmetric 
aoout the diagon 1. The coeffitiente of the o< • , ~ •a• 1' •s • • •• 
a.re th n doubled to obtain the bracketed p ·rt of (!to) . Bee use 
'I' j i norm l1zed, the co ffici nt of Bo ( • ~ 8i • 8i) in q . (4o) 
• mu\ b on . hi indicat s th t is ct\lally the reciprocal 
or L. 1*a1• So upon ultiplying the r lation hip we get from the 
l • . 
t ble by A A we have 
(41) 
~ + ••• 
The other p rt of the probl m is v luating the Bjk integrals, 
g ,1n multiplic tion t ble -ie set up lik T bl 1. cross th 
top o the table place the co ffici n t of o/ j nd long the 
side pl c 
eeutitu nt 
the coefficients of f k • 
tomic orbital in ~ j 
s indicted arlier , th 
be ditf r nt tro those in 
'f k; ther fore we must eval te the whole tabl • 
we gt the rel tion hip 
rom th table, 
(constant) • Bjk • ( . • • + l bm + • • . ) o<. + • • • 
where at , ~ • ••• here denote interaction betwe a an a tomic 
erbita1 in <p j · d on in t./1 k • h re i no coulo bic int al in 
• • (4)) because a
1 
a. or b b · cannot · ppe r . To allow for ~ i · and 
. .1. m m " 
22 
• lf k being no aliz d w h ve to ultiply (43) by A B. Up to now 
•• rytbin we have consid red ap lies to complex functions a w 11 
real function . Howev r , for the proble s con idered h re 
re l fu.nctions re uff1cient . ,. per on with complex functions 
• will hav to evalu te AB for his partieular problem and then 
multi ly • (43) by it. For rel functions we know that 
• 
. nd simil rly 
thu 
B • B = a2 • ( l b 2 )-1 
m m 
Multiplic tion of Eq. (43) by I then yields 
H (. • • +al•+ • • .)0( jk • ______ .._. __ ,..... __ + • • • 
( ~ 2}~ (f b 2)Ye 
l m 
We ve found how to obt in MO fro th irr ducible 
(44) 
r•present tion (2?) . and how to de termine the bonding nergy 
levels (3~). The next tep is to a ly the theory to ome com-
plexes and obtain their bonding l vel in t rma of coulombic and 
re on c integr le . 
ul r orbi t t 
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Table 2. 
Representation E 8c 
3 
Aig l 1 
iu l 1 
2g 
1 1 
2u 1 l 
E 2 -1 g 
E 2 -1 u 
Fig 3 0 
Fiu 3 0 
F2g 3 0 
F 
2u .3 0 
Character Table of Oh Symmetry Group . 
-
6c2 6c4 3c1/ I 6s4 
l 1 1 l l 
l l 1 -1 -1 
-1 -1 1 1 -1 
-1 -1 1 -1 1 
0 0 2 2 0 
0 0 2 -2 0 
-1 l -1 3 l 
-1 l -1 -3 -1 
l -1 -1 3 -1 
l -1 -1 -3 l 
8s6 3 cr- h 
1 1 
-1 -1 
1 1 
-1 -1 
-1 2 
1 -2 
0 - 1 
0 1 
0 -1 
0 1 
6 er d 
l 
-1 
-1 
1 
0 
0 
-1 
l 
1 
-1 
N 
-..:I 
.and counterclockwi e bout a principal axis (passes through two 
2 oppo$1te v rtio ); (5) c4, :rotation of 2 TT / 2 about a principal 
ax1 ; (6) I, inversion through the c nter of symm ts-y; (7) s4• c4 
followed by a reflection in the horizontal plane perpendicular to the 
pri.oQipal axis; (8) s
6
, i-otatioa ot 2 TT/6 both clockwise and counter-
elockwise about a c
3 
axis followed by a reflection in the same plane 
ae s4 1 (9) c:r- h ' r fl ction tbrou h a pl containing four vertic 
(10) a- 4• reneotio11 through a plan containing principal axis d 
a e2 axie.'
7 
. and 
}?Thes and other oper tions ar d scribed in ~ring, 
ble • 9.i.• !!!.•, P• 376 • 
OL UL ORBITAL BONDING IN T6C¾_2+
2 Affl> 
+4 o6ci8 STRUC'lUIFS 
29 
Olsen38 based his determination or the bonding levels for the 
ta.6C¾_2+
2 struotur on the hybrid orbitals of Duf:f'e:, . 39 In the 
result, ea.eh l vel was described by many resonance inte ·ala, makiag 
interpretation difficult . Here we will employ simpler orbitals and 
obtain simpl r functi ons since each contains f er resonanc integrals .. 
The total number of inter ction integrals will be gre .t r, how ver. 
The valence orbj.tale to b . us d have th following angular 
t .Ito par I 
s = l 
Px = .,f3 sine cos <P 
.P
1 
= Jj sine sin¢> 
p
8 
• ff coa e 
dq • 1i {is e1n2e n2¢> 
d 2 2 • ~ {15 s1.n2e eos2q) 
X •J 
d .... ITT sin9cosecos A-xz '+' 
d • ~ 15 ein e cos esin ct, yz 
<L 2 2 = ~ '5 (3cos2 e - l) · .,z -r ~ ✓ 
,a David P. Oleen • Thesis to be submit t d to the f cul ty t 
South Dakot St te COlleg 1 Brookings, s.D •• l96J-. 
' 9G. H. Duffey, !!• 9'!!.!• P!qs. t 19, 963 (l.951) • 
(45) 
. (46) 
(47) 
(lta) 
(49) 
(50) 
(51) 
(52) 
(53} 
400. H. D\lftey, Peysical Ohemi tr,. MeGraw.Hlll Book eo. • Inc. t 
N, w York• 1962• P• l,5.2. 
-
These parts · re nor alized to 4 TT. The sub cript on a ymbol 
describes th nonradial variation of the orbital . 
The toms and faces of the oct hedron are n bered as in 
Figure III . 41 On e ch vertex a right handed set of axes is 
erected with t he xy axes p ssing over the middles of two adjacent 
faces and t h z is pointing r adially outward. Then on vertex 
i w fo the following sets of basis orbitals: -
ri , hybridized t .rom ns, np and (n-l)dsa: 2 2 z ~z - r 
(tbi orbital is dir cted along th z axis with th 
sumption that the positiv lobe is direct din-
ward); 
t 1 j . dir cted over the middle of face j and hybridized 
fro . np , (n-l)d and from np 1 (n- l)d ; X XZ y yz 
eij ' direc ted over the edge to vertex j and hybridized 
from np , np and (n- l)d • (n- l)d 
X y XZ yz 
(Each oombin tion givee us t wo b sis orbit 
with positive lobe over face (or edge) j 
oth r with a positive lobe direot dover the adj cent 
f ee (or d e) . In both c sea the z dep ndenc i 
mall . ) I 
ti , jk' representing (n- l)dx2_
1
2 with positive lobes ov r 
f ac s j and k; 
i , jk' repr senting (n-l)dxy with positive lobes over 
edges j and k 
(Thee orbitals are used by thems lves . ) 
41 Labe1ling of octahedron i due to vid Olsen , f llow 
gr du te tud nt . 
31 
1 
6 
Figure III. Numbering of V('rtices and faces for octahedron 
Info ing aoh b si orbit , one could include hi .her orbitals 
(f , g , •• • ) ving the s es mrnetry 1th respect to operations 
or the · h group . Such incluslon ould ff ct only th oalculation 
of th r etera in which our re ult are . res ed. 
Now, each ceordinate system is oriente so th po itive 
x xee fall ov r the f ces t 11 , t 21 , t 31 , t 47 , t 53, nd t 68. The 
y e ar looted to fo rig t hand d sy te th the z axe 
pointing r dially outward. KnoWing the location of th axee will 
let us k ep track of corr ct igns on basis orbital as they are 
tran fo ed . 
ch of th above sets of orbit s forms the b i of a 
r ducible r pr sent tion of the group. Th re ucible representa-
tion itself consi ts of matrice ,r ssin how the orbitals 
p rmute hen acted o.n by the symmetry operations . To illustrate 
how thes 
think o the basis orbitals components of a vector. hen ueh 
v ctor is acted on by on of the pe utation matrices , the order 
of the components is changed in the earn manner as th orbitals 
are interc , g d und r th corre pondin symmetry oper •tion . The 
unit el ents remaining on the diagonal r pr s nt the 'b i 
orbital unchanged under the transformation . The sum of these 
gives th char cter , which i all we n ed to know about th 
42 ring. _alter , , d bl • ££• ~ •• P• 184. 
42 atrix. 
Each set of basis orbit s v.i.11 b tre ted individually. 
for , y irr ducibl repre entation pp a.ring more than once w 
will det ·ne the inter ction integral ijk in determillant ('4)• 
The radial r 1 orbitals will b considered in ome detail so that 
the readel' e n gain some feeling for how the theory is appli-ed. 
Consider th• various <;>per tions acting on the r1• Bnd•r 
E 1 ix orbital.a :re n unchanged. Thereforet character 6 ia 
plao~ linder E in ab1 3• Under c4 the two orbitals at the 
••rtie s lying on the· principal axis ,chosen remain uachangedt .2 
2 is plac•d und•r 604• Under c4 the same two orbitala O-onsi4erect 
2 ia a4 remain. unchang d I 2 ie placed under :,c4 ~ Uader CJ' h the toui-
o.rbi tals 1a a plane perpendicular te th principal axis c·hosea 
remain unchanged s 4 is placed under :, a-h. Under o--d the ame 
two orbitals considered in c4 remain unchanged; 2 is plac d under 
6 cr
4 
• 'l'he r aining op ro. tions interchange all o:s-bi tal f O i 
placed und r other operations. w designate thi reduc1ble repr .-. 
6 
tab-la-'• 
80 
' 
0 
C~cter table for, D' Reducible Re'l'\reseatation r . , . 
I 
0 2 2 0 0 0 4 2 
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In rin , lter, and Kimbl 43 we find th relationship 
which tell us how many times each irreducibl representation 
occur in the r duetion of r ducible representation. · have 
aj = t LY(R) Xj(R) 
R 
(.54) 
where j is the number of times the J_th irreducibl representation 
app ars , h equals the number of elements in the group , l: (R) is 
the character of operation R in the reducible repr sentation, 
and Xj(R) i the character of operation in the J.th irreducibl 
repr sent tion. For the er- reducible re resentation we get r 
a- =A- + E +F1 r --i.g g u. 
We can now apply Eq . ( 27) 
4J j = (Normalization constant) ~ X/R)R cp 
R 
(55) 
(27) 
to determine our MO. As ention d a.rlier, all we need is one of 
the lj independent eigenfunctions to obtain the J,th bonding level 
1n p rametric form . will chooee r 1 as the atomic orbital in 
Eq. (2.?) and operate on it with all operations of the group. he 
r sults of R <P are given in Tabl 4. By multiplying each of the 
orbitals Rq> by the corresponding character and dding we have 
for Ai_g 
: 1g (56) 
T ble 4. Results or Oper t ing on r1 1th 1 Operations of the Group 
E c, 03 c3 c.3 c3 c3 c3 c3 02 c2 c2 (;2 c2 
rl r2 r3 r5 r2 r4 rs r.-, r4 r6 r 2 r3 r4 r5 
c2 C4 C4 C4 C4 C4 C4 c2 4 r3 4 ca 4 I S4 S4 S4 
r6 rl rl r2 r4 r.5 r, r 1 r6 r6 .. 6 r6 r6 r2 
Sz. S4 S4 s6 s6 s6 s6 s6 s6 s6 s6 h h h 
r4 J" .5 r:, r5 r4 r4 r3 r3 r 2 r2 r5 r6 rl rl 
d d d d d d. 
rl r 2 r 3 r4 r5 rl 
Then with the normalization constant we get th eigenfunction 
A-is' l/ {6(rl + r2 + r, + r4 + r5 + r6) 
In the same manner we obtain the igenfunc-tions 
and 
Flu: 1/ {i(rl - r6) 
Putting eigenfunction {5?) in the multiplication t ble and 
evaluating, e obt in 
'½_g• {eonet.) Hi! • (68c) - 24 0( - 6 ~ ) 
35 
(.57) 
(,58) 
(59) 
. (60) 
• Multiplying (60) through with = 1/ 6 we obtain th level 
a' 8a + 4 c< + ~ 
il 17, we obtain the l Tel 
here I\) 1 the ooulQmbic integral for th r • s , ~ equal the 
r sonance int ral for ne ,et n i hbor (r
1 
d r 2 ) 1 and 6 
quals th r ·eon ce integr for second n et neighbors (r1 d 
r6) . 
'r t1 j and e1j basis orbital interchang bl , For, 
both cont n contribution fro th am p p d aad 4 x • y• yz• · xz 
orbita1 on each v rt x of the o:etahedron, and the am· moleculal" 
orbit · c be obtained from each. 
Cons qu n tly , i th r set of p-lik basis orbit ve 
(61) 
(62) 
(63) 
u the , reducibl r presen·tation c:r • Th re ultin oh ct rs p 
pp in Table 5, 
Table 5• Char cter Table for er educible R pr sent Uon p 
I 
12 0 0 0 - 4 0 0 0 0 
P rticular ntion should be 
. , appearing in the ~ character, 
d concerning th negative sign 
2 Oper tion c4 tl'auforme the 
o~bital t11 into it n gative. There e two such orbitals 
0 
loc ted one ch vertex of the rineipal 
2 c4 char cter. 
thus -4 for the 
lu : 
F 2 : 
F : au 
F • lg• 
educible repr se tion o-- reduces to 
p 
he p-typ orbitals directed over the f aeea produce , by 
<2½.1•2t6 +t21+t42-t24-t43+t31+t54-t,2-t53) 
J1.<2t11+2t6a•t21•t42+t24-t43+t.31•t54•t32 .. t;3) 
<2t11•2t6a-t21-t42+t24+t43-t31-t54+t32+t53) 
<2t11+2t6a-t21+t42-t24+t4,•t31+t54--t32+t53> 
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(64) 
(65) 
(66) 
(67) 
(68) 
wher an g tive ei91 indicates direction of the ne ative lobe. 
Eigenfunctions (65) • (68) yield the le•els 
' Flu1 HO + 2 ~ .. 2 8 + 6 (69) 
• 
F2g: Bo + 2 l • 26 - €: (70) 
' 12u' Ro - 2 ~ + 2 cS +~ (71) 
• . no - 2 I - 2 ~ -€ (72) lg . 
t 
where Bo ie the coulombic integral of the P•lik orbit l • g 
equal reson nee int gral between ne rest n ighbors (tu d t 21 ), 
c5 is the resonance integral between second nearest neighbors 
(t11 and t 24), and E:' the resonance integral between t 21 and t 42• 
There are ore resonance integrals than those mention d, but 
the · r r sultant contribution is zero . 
An ternate d scription of th ame l · vels is found from 
the p-l~ke orbitals directed ov r t h edges. From the e1 j 
orbitals we obtain the eig nfunctions 
11u' ¼(e12+832+•52+e62> (73) 
F2 s g ~<•12+•21- 41- 862) (?4) 
2u
1 *<e12·8 32· •5a+ 62) (?5) 
'1,' ¼(e12• •21+e41•8 62> (76 ) 
ad ner levels 
• (77) lu a HO + 2 TT l + rr 2 
' F s 2g Ha + 2 er -1 rr2 (?8) 
' F2ut HO - 2 1T1+ 1r2 (?9) 
' (80) lg : Ho - 2 0- 1 -1T2 
wh re er 1 equals the r onance integr 1 b tw en ne est 
neighbors (e12 and e21 ) ,. 17 1 
the on between e13 and e23 and 7T 2 
the one betw en e
12 
and e62• We choose the parameter a--1 i '1T 1 1 
TT2 becaus the above orbitals are ori nted with respect to each 
other • in conventional a- and 1T bond • 
44 
Th r sons.nee int grals in (69) - (?2} are different · rom 
those in (77) • (So) b caus the ba 1 orbit l a.re oriented dif-
f rently ~th re.s Qt to e ch other. n so , th . two set of 
lev l r equi•alent and 1ther could b used to d scrib the 
. +2 ,, +4 bonding level of T 6c112 and Mo6c18 str ucture . In discus ing 
bonding trengths in the conelueions , we will em 107 the first 
group of 1 vels (69) - (?2) . 
In int rpreting the ultiplication tabl for non• b i 
orbital • we have to consider the signs on. th lobes that ov rl P• 
44 
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When they ar the same on the dominant one• th resonanc integral 
is negative; when \hey are opposite it is positive. ow, oui:- para.-
meters °' • ~ , ~ ·• • • • are taken as negative. So if two basi• 
orbitals have theix- positive and negativ- lobes next to each other, 
gral b twe a t 11 and t53 equal to - ~ • We introduce such aegat:l'fe 
sips before we sum eaeh kind of contribution·. ht if a part1cul.-ar MO 
haa -t11 as one of ita cotu!i;tituent orbitals• the \able si••e u 
<•l)(l.)( .. i ). • ~ f .or the !"esonane u.tegz-al between •t.11 and t53, aa 
eapected. 
U, to now• e•el7'thing that baa been consider d appli•a• equally 
+2 . +4 .... +2 
well to both T'a6C¾_2 and Mo(fl3 atruotureth Bo e·Jer1 in t.ra6Cl.ia 
atnoturea we empl.oy 4xy <•t.jk) ·orbital to bond the halogena (one 
ov•r each edge) while in Mo6c18 +
4 it is the dx2-,-2 (ti,jk) orbitals 
which bond the bal.og ns (oae oYeF each tace). Since we neglect localized 
. . . . +2 
metal-halogen bonds , are left with. ti.,jk orbitals ia Ta6cn12 end 
•l,jk orbitals in Mo6Cl.s+lt for metal.,..tal bondi.Ag • 
. In T ,Cliz +a struotves the d orbitals ~ ·pres.ented by ti.jk 
give the reducible representation, 
°t • A2u + Eu + F::, .. 
i,Jk -- .,.. 
from which we get the eigenfuetiona 
Azu I l/ J°6( ti,13+t2,15+t:,.17+t4,Yl+t:5,35+t6,57) 
F2g1 1/ v'z<t1,13•t6,57> 
Eu. 1 1/ ~ 12<2 t1,1,-'a,15•t~hl7-t4,37•'s.,,+2t6,S7) 
(81) 
(82) 
(8.)) 
(84) 
40 
and en rgy level 
" A2u, u0 .. 4 ~ .. rn 
" F2g' ffo + 'Y1 
(85) 
(86) 
tt 
Eu: 1fo • 2 ) - ~ (87 ) 
ft 
wher:e I\, ia the coulombic integral for th d orbitals , S :ls the 
resonance int gral bet en nearest neighbors (t1 ,13 and t2,15> and 
o/7 equals th reson ee integral for orbitals loc ted on opposite 
vertices (t1,13 end t 6,68>. 
+4 For Mo6ci8 structures w e loy the d orbital$ represented 
bJ •i . jk• which yield the reducible representation 
er = A2.. + r..., + E (88) .i , jk g ,u g 
The 1r'°ed\leible repre.sentati,.one 1n (88) yi ld the eigenfuaot i,ci,.ne 
Eg; l/ J12(2el ,24 .. 2.35• 3,16• 4.3.5••5,16•2•6,21+) (89) 
zu: l / fI<•1. 24-e6, a4> (90) 
Azg' l/ f6(el t24+ 2,35+•3,16+•4•35+e5,16+•6,24) (9l) 
and enero levels 
tt 
E I !\) + 2 e + l ( 92) 
" Fau' Ho - l (93) 
n . 
A2 I Ba • 4 9 + ( { 94) 
n 
where Ha is th a,un coul·ombic integral we had for the t 1 •jk 
orbitals , 8 the resonance integr 1 b tween e1 , 24 and , ,.16, and 
l equal the r sonanc e integral between 1 •24 and. 6,24 • 
Ag n, as in the p- typo 1evels, th rear• more interaotica 
. . terms, but because of the sy etry of the cctahedi-al metal cages 
their resultant effect i zero. 
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So• ot the bov le•els e bondta · while the r maining 
antiaending. The bonding lev ls are tho e whose tnergy ie 1 ss than 
ple , sine ~ , ~ • • • • ar• neg ,tiv th level 
F- I 111 
t Ho +2 '6 -2 b + € 
is bonding while the level 
• 
Fzu• Bo • 2 '6 + 2. ~ + €. 
is aatibending. 
If all the lev ls1 bQnding and anti.bonding ere tilled• 
introducing the r .sonance would ha.Ye no effect. Indeed 1 adding 
l ele (61) .. (63) and re embering ·g is doubly and 'iu ie tripl.J 
4 generate, we get 
8a + i. ~ + ~ + 2Bo - 4 ~ + 2 8 + 3Ho - .J e • 6Bo 
or · sum of th coulombic integrals for the six radi l or'bi tale. 
more limited r sult i · expressed by a theorem gi.Yen in 
trei twi ser 45 
~ raj = O 
j 
where mj 1s the coefficient of the nearest-a 1gkbor resonance 
inte.g,ral in the J.th lev 1 . However, Streitwieser gives no proo 
of the theorem. Our generalization is that the eum 0:f tke 
(69) 
(?l.) 
(95) 
(96) 
~ ~ es when l levels are fill d equal the sum ot the ooulombio 
1ntegra1s. There is an important restri.ctlon on tbi tbeor m e 
it stand . The initial ba.si orbital.a , the v lence orbitals,. 
must be physically independ nt • that i , orthogonal. Sine we 
are interested in results to the approximation that orbitals on 
diff rent ato are orthogonal • our results may be checked with 
it. 
So f , we have eon ide~ de ch et of basis orbitals by 
itself. However, cer·tain irredu.eibl representations appear in. 
two diff rent sets , ie mu.st find one function from each set 
belonging to the ~e _cc_· 1 .... u .,.m_n of the common representation• f ·or 
Eq. (A. 10) in the appendix inclicat s interaction b teen two such 
functions. W may proceed by iXing the functions in one or both. 
t · to get the l argest possible inter etion. 
Th n with the inter ction term Hi.a e olv .e·terminant 
(3it-) which yields 
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E • Y.,(8i1 + 122) ~ ~(Bu, .,. Rz2)2 + 11i/1 J,!i (9'7) 
wh ·r• Hii and a.z2 ar the levels found by oonaidering the b eia 
orbital indiYidual;y. Equ tion (91) giv us th two energy 
leYels co·rresponding to th, irreduoibl representation ppe ring 
twice . 
s an aid in det mining the 8i_2 term,. w& a:y argue 
intuitively from plots of functions . It the sitive lobes of on · 
MO 11• next to the positive lobes of a diff rent MO, we h ve 
interaction. However, if positive lobe from on · O lies next 
to a negative lobe on another MO , ncdal surface is introduoed 
and ve ha"t" no int ractioti. If we take l\i to be the low•l4' l••• l , 
the Hi2 inter- ction term will lower that l ve1 at r sit 
r aises level H22• We still r t ain the idea t hat t he sum of our 
l vel should equal the sum of t he coulombic int grals . This 
procedure of plotting to determine eorrect functions is limited to 
the simpler functions. For more complex functions w get too many 
lobe on our dia ams to tell what is happening. 
In either structure the Flu irreducible representation ppe 
both in t .. e r adial and p- type orbital funotions. First consider 
the Flu function from the p-like orbitals designated by t13 , 
Flu: )4(2t11-2t68+t 21 +t42-t,24-t43+t31 +t54-t32- t53) (65) 
A plot of thie particular function is shown in Figure IV. Plotting 
the function ~hieh w obtained from the radial o:rbi tals ,. 
(59) 
on the sam di gr am we find no-dal. surf aces bet we n lob s of tij 
b sis orbitals and r1 basis orbitals. As function (59) stands we 
have no interaction with (65}. How ver, if we h d functions like 
(98) 
or 
(99) 
e would ,cpect interaction since th positiv lob s of r
3 
and r
2 
lie next to the positiv lobes of t 21 • t 26 , t42, t 47 , and t 31 , 
t 36• t 54, t 55 reap ctively. Functions (98) and (99) differ from 
(59 ) by a symm try operation. Since R 'I-' j and cl,, • 'both satisfy the 
~ 
same Schr8dinger equation , functions (98) d (99) yield the same 
1 
6 
Ncur- IV. Sectiona of principal loboo of the Flu orbital formed 
from the t 1j atomic orbital• 
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2. 
Hjj term s (59) . Since both the above functions interact with 
(65), we exp ct a lin ar combination of them to also interact . 
The simpl st linear combinations are a sum and difference which 
yield the functions 
F· i lu '2(r2 + r3 - r 4 • r5) 
Flu1 ~(r3 + r4 - r 2 • r5) 
These functions still give us the same Hjj integral a (59) 
because Schr8dinger ' s equation is linear ill ~ (see Eq. 3.) . 
(100) 
(101) 
Since (101) is the difference between (98) and (99) , the two 
interactions cancel to gi"Te us zero interact.ion. With the in• 
tegral coefficients of (100) and (65) in the multiplication table 
we obtain 
Flus (const . ) 11_2 =- 32 ')( 
The AB term here ie ( ' )(~)which yields the interaction 
Flu: 1\2 = 4 1( (102) 
where i( is the r sonance integral between t 11 and r 2 • Th 
interaction term (102) has the effect of lowering level (69) and 
raising level (6:,) the same amount . 
When we consider the alternate des-eription ·(e1 j orbitals) 
of th Flu function (73) • we employ the function 
F1u: 1/ {2(r2 • r 4) (103) 
nd get 
(lO!t.) 
wh re ~ is the resonance integral between e12 and r 2• 
+2 In Ta6c112 s tructure the F28 
repr sentation occurs in the 
type and d-type orbit ls . A plot of the p-type Zg functicn 
(tij ,erbitals) (66) indieat n interaction with the function 
F2g* ~(t5,35+t4,37-t3,17• t2 ,15> (l05) 
The two function (66) and (105) yield 
(106) 
where _.c...(_ is the r sonanc integral between t 1 ,13 and t 21• 
In Mo6c:18+
4 structures the representations Eg d F211 
app ar twic . Both E and F2 appear in the d orbital functions , g u 
while F2u pp-ears in p- like orbital functions d E ,ppear.e in 
the r dial orbital function • Applying the previou, argwnent to 
the F ~ha functions , we find that f unction (75) (eij orbitale) 
int• r eta with the function 
F2u 1 l / ./2(e4.35 • 82, 35) 
nd yields the interaction 
2uc 1\2 = 2~V 
where l/ is t .he resonance integral b tween e
1 12
1+ and e21 • 
(107) 
(108) 
Because of their complexity , the E
8 
functions do not lend 
themselv to t he previous argument ., To obtain tb co:rreet 
function , we e,mploy decomposition-.of- repr sentation tables . To 
bett r underataad the u e of these tables , we will discuss in ome 
detail the :r duction or th Oh group shown in Table 6. 46•47 
46Hoffman , and Gouterman , ~ ,• cit.• P• 2191• 
'+?Kotani , Ohno , and Kqama, !E,• !1:t• , .P• 11.5. 
Ta.bl 6. Decomposition of present ations for tomic 
Orbitals in a igand Fi ld 
tomic orbitals 
(l) 
0() 
l(p) 
2(d) 
3(f) 
4(g) 
5(h) 
. 6(i) 
~ith Oh ~mmetry 
Irreducible co ponent en rated 
by tomic orbitals 
lg 
Flu 
E + F g 2g 
A2u + Flu + 12u 
1 + E + F1 + F~ g g g ,g 
Eu + 2Flu + F2u 
g + A2g + Eg + Flg + 2F2g 
In a free atom valence electrons are under the influence 
of a spherically symmetric electrosta tic field . The d level , for 
xample , is fivefold degenerate . Now , imposing a ligand field of 
Oh sym etry split this level into two differ nt levels , one 
doubly and the oth r triply degenerate. Th doubly degenerate 
lev&l cont in orbitals d
3 
2 2 and d 2 2 while the triply 
Z -.r X - y 
degen r at on contains orbitals d , d , d • 48 •49 From T bl xy yz xz 
6 we ae tba t th .orbi tal.s d7. 2. 2 and d 2 2 gen er t the E 
;;,Z - r X - y g 
irreducible r pre entation and the remaining orbitals gen rat 
48Duffey , _2E• m•, P• 181. 
4~carl J . Ballhausen 1 LiePd Field Theorl • McGraw- Bill 
Book Co., Inc.: New York, 1962 , P• b5. 
4? 
the 2g irr ducible represent tion . How t hese levels split 
d.epend on the syr 1 etry i mposed. 
48 
In u ing the table • e think of each LO as being .alogoue 
to an a to ·c orbit 1 in the Oh field. Thus , a fwiction generated 
by a.n Eg irreducible repre entation should contain two nodal 
surfacet1 ,. i . e ., be d
3 
2 2- like or d 2 _ 2- like . (The MO could z - r X - 1 
contain 4 or 6 nod 1 surfaces as Eg also appears opposite g and 
i atomic orbitals in Table 6. ) A similar argument holds for 
the F2g irreducible representation. 
he above · ves us an indica tion of what the functione 
gener ted by Eg may be like. Ho ever , rnore must be s ·d before 
we have criteria that can be used to determine functions w 
xpec t to belong to the same column of the same irreducible 
repre ent tion. e sh.all consider the doubly degenerate g 
representation further . 
e c · et up two physically independent functions g n-
er ted by Eg. ne will be d7. 2 2-like and the other ll b ..,z - r 
d 2 2- like. Eacho these two functions will belong to a 
X .. y 
particul column of the E repree· nt tion. Now for function g 
'I' i to belong to the mtb column of the ith irreducible represen-
m - -
t tion , it must satisfy Eq. ( . 2) in the appendix 
Ll, i where T are the k independent eigenfunctions which satisfy· 
n 
Scbr8ding· re equ t1on with igenval.u E
1
• But each of the bo'f• 
mentioned functions re g ometrical.ly different, So for c rt 1n 
operations the d~ 2 2-lik function is transformed dif fer ntl.y ..,z -r 
tn (A. 2) th t h d 2. 2-llk function. 'l'bu , we h v a way of 
X -y 
dietin 
consider 
function fro 
th two funotiou gener ted b7 1
8
• ext 
t happens hen E ppe . s twice. We will have oa• g 
eaeh oft o Ph1'" ieally ind pend nt set which 
belong to t he s ame column, they nll intra.ct. o ucb tunottona 
will hav to sati fy Eq .• (A. 2) where R and r i ( .)nm e the sam 
for both d hav either 2 • 4 or 6 nodal surfac·es. Thus we m y 
expeet th m to tran form · imilarly. But to tra.nsfcrm similarly 
the functions must be geo etrically similar. 1••• their nod.al 
eurt cee uet coincide in such manner that t hey be v simila:rl.J 
under R. Thus if we can st rt with th two functio e gt fro 
different independent sets and·- orm two functions whos _ nodal 
surtac a coincide, will xpect int raeti.cn. 'this will be one 
criterion our functions will have to meet . We place the furth•~ 
oanclition th t tog t maxi um inter ction the• two fuotions 111 t 
eont n a ma.n.y b sis orbitals ae po•sible f'NQ th 00.rreapo~ding 
et and still retain coinciding nodal surf c s. The final teet 
to s.e if we do have function. which belong to th 
the sam irr-educi l repres ntation will to 
interact or not. For all the. probl s consil.de 
· criteria will yi ld interactiA function • 
. e column of 
hr the above 
Now , we h 1 apply the bov criteria to the , g repre• 
entation t hat appears in 0 6c18+'+. We have the functions 
1/ .Jil(2r1-r2-r3-r4-r5+2r6) (58) 
Egi l/ ~ 12(2el,24""'e2,3.5••3,16- 4.35-e.5,16+2 6 . 24) (89) 
generated by E • The first function is d
3 
2 2-like while the 
g z -r 
nodal surf ces in (89) form to intersecting pl nes with cones 
extending outward along the planes to the middle of edges e32, 
25, e54• and e43• Tbue . the functions (58) and (89) are geo-
metrically diff rent. We ould expect no interaction; we get 
zero inter etion. But by starting -with (58) 1 we obtain 
(109) 
which is d 2 2•like. The two nodal planes of (109) coincide 
X -Y 
with the intersecting plans or ( ·9). Now we have two function 
which fulfill one of our criteria. Aleo, they ar the o t com• 
plete functions which we c ·- form nd till have their nod , ur• 
£cs coincide. 1e find th t (89) 
E : Ri2=2 {35 
d (109) yield 
(110} 
where. s is the resonance integral bet een e1 , 24 d i-2•. eo, 
both of t he e functions contain th numb of nod l urfaee 
Tabl 6 indica tes they should. 
Tantalum (or niobium) tom have fiv v l noe lectrons 
pi c ; thu on ix tantalum tom we have 30 valence lec~on • 
Removing one for bonding each of the 12 balog na and two tor 
producing the net plus two charge , we have 16 electrons re aining 
for bondi,ng in the metallic cage . To iu:eomodate the 16 -.alenoe 
electrons, e will mploy th eight bonding l vele (rememb r the 
int r action ter s are negative nd Fis triply degenerate). 
(61) 
(85) 
(70) 
(69) 
Both (70) d (69) are lowered by the inter ction t rm (l06) d 
(102) ., respectiv ly t making them ore bondin .. otioe that it 
would pp ar the level 
F : 2g 
(86) 
could also be e · ployed s a bonding level i however, the inter·• 
action te (lo6) lifts this level up out of reach. gain it 
must be poiated out that levels (61) , (85). (70) , and (69) pply 
olyl>denum ato s have six valence el ctron apiece; thu 
on six molybdenum to s we have 36 electron• ne v enee electron 
is used to bond each of the i ht chlori , and four r • used to 
prcduce the net plus four charge , le ·Ving 24 electrons .for Mo-Mo 
bonding. For th 12 orbitals ne d d we employ 
: H0 + 4 a< + 6 (61) g 
t 
2g ' Ho + 2. ~ + 2 6 - € (70) 
t 
(69) 11u1 HO + 2 ~ • 2 6 + E:. 
ft 
(92) El lo + 2 e + l. 
ft 
2u= HO 
.. ( (93) 
It will be noticed that the F
211 
level has a neg tive sign in 
front of the inter·action term , indicating th level is not bond-
ing as it stands. However , the intere.ction term (108) is large 
enough to bring the level ( 93) down to a bonding one.. Also 
levels (70) , (69) , and (92) are lowered. by the interaction terms 
(106) , (102) , and (110) respectively . 
+4 If we look at the Mo6c18 structure a littl Qlos r , we 
52 
will notice something out of the ordinary. There are five valence 
electrons for each halog n and six for each molybden , giving 
5 x 8 + 6 x 6 - 4 = 72 electrons available for bonding. 
There are 24 Mo- Cl bonds , three over each face , using 48 
valence el ctrons and 12 Mo- o bonds , one along each edge , using 
24 valence electrons. Thue , all 72 valenc electrons are 
employed in bonds indicated by connecting lines between atoms in 
·-
Figure II . his is the only possible configuration these bonds 
can assume between toms. herefore , there is no possibility of 
resonance between different configurations. But ch ists say that 
unless we do have the possibility for such resonance w hould not 
expect mol cule or complex to be peculiarly stable . For examp1e ,, 
in benzene there are two possible arrangements for the double bonds. 
The fact that benzene resonates between th ae two configur tions 
aecounts for its exceptionally high stability. '° Ho ever, ev n 
without the possibility of resonance between different configurations 
50Duffey, !E,• cit. , P • 173. 
0 6c18+4 ap ears to be peouliarly stable . Gould
51 reports that it 
is unaff ected wh n pl aoed in a 
that dissolves gold •. 
regi (HCl + HNO,) • a solvent 
+2 +4 In both Ta.6ci12 and ~6018 structures we have negle9\ed 
bonding to t he halogens . Aleo there has been no ttempt tc evaluate 
the ara.meters deaori ing the levels . Because of the similarity 
betw en t he two structure~,. we expect the total bonding strengths to 
be similar. In t he next section we will find an expre~sion for th 
total bondin str ngthoi' each s tructure and will com are them. 
CONCLUSIONS ASED ON OCTAHEDRAL TRUCTURES 
We have obtained t he bonding levels for the two oct h•bal 
+2 +4 struetur Ta6c112 and Mo6018 • s mentioned, we may expect 
some Gimilari ty b tween these two . This similari. ty is evide-nt when 
we compare total bonding strengths . To evaluate the total bonding 
strengths , we will neglect interactions between different orbitale 
as an app.roxim tion. This approximation is valid sin.c.e the down• 
ward shift of the Flu levels is the same 
+4 the shift downward of r
211 
in Mo6c18 . ie 
for both structures and 
similar in magnitude te the 
+2 sbi.ft of the F Zg level in Ta6c1i2 • '?he shift downward cf E in s 
+4 Mo6c16 , 
+2 for which there is no eounterp rt in Ta6c112 · structures,. 
increases the stability of that c,omplex. A achem.atic, diagram 
indicating these shifts i shown in Figure v. Negl.ecting inter-
+2 ctiens1 the bondiag streng~h for the Ta6c112 metallic cage is 
• ~ 0 2Z. '6 + 8 ) + 8 0(. - 2 ~ + 2 ~ = 40 Q( • 
+4 while for the Mo6c18 cage we get 
E • 24 2' + 8 e + 8 0C. - 2 l + 2 ~ = 40 ~ 
b 
• 
(111) 
(112,) 
where 0< is a mean resonance integral b tween ne rest neighbors. 
W have made the approximation that ~ , '\-\ 1 and L are all about the 
same since they re resonance integrals betwe,en orb•itals located 
on opposite vertices. The resonance integrals t , ~ • at. 1 and e 
• are all neare t n ighbor interactions and e added to give li() C>l • 
The hybridizations employed for the r i and t 1 j (or •"-J) are 
differ nt in the Mo6c18 +I+ structure from those ia the . a60112 +a 
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No6c18 
+4 '2c 
Flg Ta6c112 
+2 
'is 
E u 
', 
' ' ' F2u ' '2u 
' ', 
E ' E g g 
,,,.,. ........... ,,,. 
Flu 
.,,, , ..... 
~u 
/ / 2u 
HO 
~ / 
/ / Bo 
~ / 
/ / 
F2g 
Flu ..... ----- Flu , ........... ,.-- E ,,,.,,, g ,,,. 
,-
F2g ' 
F2g 
' ' ' ' 
~g ---~, 
Figure v. Scbellatic diagram of bonding and antibonding leYela 
stncture. The orbitals used in th molybdenum complex ve a 
s Ql.ler princip l quantum numb r . Thus , the orbitals do not extend 
cut from the v rtices as far as tho e in the tantalwn complex. he 
+4 overl pping is less in 0 6c18 ; tber for , the corresponding 
r .sonanoe integral Ol,. ' i • and e a.re smaller. P~lrt of this dif • 
feren.ce in the bonding strengths is mppcsed l>y a shift downward of 
+I+ the Eg level. tor Mo6c18 • rJe s e that the tota1 strength of 
+4 +2 bonding in Mo6c18 may b less than in a6e114 • ('l'hi difference 
1 not indicat din Figure v. ) 
However , without thes• refinements the strength ~f me'iallic 
ff). +2 bonding in both cornpl xes 1. the same. IA the Ta0~ 12 structvea 
there are 16 bonding valence el .ctrons and the boa<ling energy per 
' . 
electron is 40 ~ /1€> or a a< • An e lier calcul.ation. l>y Duff•J 
yielded 2 ~•. 39 In the Molybdenum complex thei-e ·e 24 v enc 
electron emploJ din metallic bonding and the bonding tr ngth per 
• ' 52 electron. i 40 ~ /2.4 or l 3/401< • In both cases we hav negl cted 
diff reneea in interactions involving th halo.gen tom . 
Dr, Lawrence F. Dahl nd Eugene • Corey"' have reported on 
the compound R~{Co)16, another octahedral complex. The compaw, .. d 
has a rhodium atom on each v-ertex of an octah dron with four 
52crossman , Olsen , and Duffey , !l.• Chem . ~• , .38, 73 {1963) . 
'h last part i .s due entirely to Dr . Duffey . . · 
53Report on the llith CS National Meeting , Chem. ~§• News , 
41 , 64 ( pril 15, 1963). 
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carbonyls in a tetr gonal arr gem. nt bonded toe ch rhodium to . 
Four of the carbonyl are located ov.er op · •&it fac s of the 
oct h dron while the r aining t elve locat d , two one ch 
rhodium , to complete the tetragonal arrangement . Lawrence and Corey 
have stated t he compound has Td sym etry , comp ed to our com-
plexes which h ve Oh symm try . The lower symmetry is du . to the 
arrangement of the c rbonyl on the rhodium atoms , eliminating the 
c4 operation. As in the two structures considered here , we mllst 
e plo7 S t p , and d type valence orbitals in discussing the bonding 
levels of Rh6(co)16• How ver bee us of the differ nt sym try 
group , the description of bending 1 vels may be different. Then xt 
step in discussing octahedr complexes would be to det rmine the 
+2 bonding levels of Rh6(co)16 and compare them with the T 6c112 and 
106c18 +
4 bonding level • 
·-
It is the author ' s hope t hat so eone lse· working \Ul r Dr. 
Duff y in c·onneetion with th National Scienc ound tion will be 
bl to report on the bonding l v l of this new eo pound d com-
p t h result with those obtain d her . 
I BONDI GIN TRIP LCYC P 
AND T PH LCYCLOBUTADI E 
STRUCTUR 
L 
Group theory is also of help in r duoing the secu1 r quation 
d scribing symmetric organic struc tures. In the ayste s und r tudy , 
mor than two pi orbitals having a common nodal plane bond togeth•~• 
All other valence orbitals on each atcm interact principally wi t h 
only one other orbital to form localized sigma bonds. 
Faeh of the system has phenyl group a ttached sy etrical.ly 
to a central aromatic ring. The perp ndieul pi orbita1 one ch tom 
of the central ring is represented by e. lett r a , b • e , ••• loc ting 
the central core . The perp ndicular pi orbital on an ato in an 
tt ch d ring is d sign t d ij vher 1 is the numb r of th ring and 
j the number of the central co~e. The l bellin of each e ntral core 
is given in Fi gures VI and VII . 
Con idering refiection in the plane of ach tem und r . tud.y 
would contribute nothing to the results; so it is neglected. Thus , 
th first structur, Triphenycyclopropenyl54 ion or r dical , is tr a ted 
a c
3
v s tructure . The character t able us d appears , T ble 7 • 55 
54s tr itwies r , 2E.• £!!•, P• 25 • 
55 r ing, walter , and mble , ~ • £!l•, P• }84. 
Table?• c3v c racter T l>l 
Bepr s ntation 
Ai 
· 2 
E 
Fr<>m i e VI , we 
ferent t of orbitals. Th se ar 
t b, C 
pll' P2l , P31 
pl4' Pa4• P34 
E 
1 
l 
2 
p12• p16' P22• p26 ' p32' p36 
pl3' pl5 ' p23 ' 25' P33• 35 
203 
l 
l 
-1 
30-., 
l 
-1 
0 
Tb first threes t yi -ld th r ducible r re ent tion 
er = + E 
fro which w get the function 
z 1/ 0( + b + c) 
l/ V)(Pll + p2l + p31) 
l/ V3(Pl4 + P24 + P34) 
E: 1/ Y6(2a • b • c) 
l/ V6( 2Pll - P21 - PJl) 
1/ V6(2Pl4 - P24 • P.34) 
· and the Hjj integx-als 
59 
(11:,} 
(114) 
(115) 
60 
1 
3 
Figure VI. The triphenycyclopropenyl structure 
whe.re Ho is the co\llo bie integral tor p orbi tale and 0(. is the 
re onance int gral between nearest neighbors (a and. b). 
representation 
er • ¾_ + A2 + 2E 
from hich ie obtain the functions 
Ai s l/ V6(Pl.2 + P22 + P:,z + pl6 + Pa6 + P:,6) 
l/ V6(Pl3 + P23 + p3;i + pl..5 + p25 + P35) 
A2 1 l./ f6( pl2 • p22- + p.32 • 116 • Pa6 - P:,6) 
l/ {6(pl3 + Pz, + P:,:, • pl.5 • Pa, - P,s> 
E: 1/ t6(2.PJ.2 • P22 - P32) 
1/ V6(ZP13 - P23 - P,,> 
1/ V6(21'16 • p26 • p'6) 
1/ V6(2F15 - P2, • P35) 
aud the Hjj inte ls 
A1 1 ffo -- twic.e 
A2: Ho .... twice 
E: lfo •- 4 tim 
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(116) 
(117) 
(U8) 
(119) 
(120) 
(121) 
(122) 
(123) 
(124) 
ch irreducible repreaentation app ar o~• than one • To 
dete in co rect levels corre ponding toe ch repioesent. tion• w• 
t olve !! x !l dete in t vher n is the n be.r of time th• 
ir~educibl repre ent tion oocus. decomposition-of-repr sent ti 
62 
tabl will b m loyed to aid us in deter inin thee funoticne whioh 
b long to th e column of th a -e representation . ·. he deco posi.-
tion f or th C3V roup is iv n in 'fa.bl 8 • .56 
Tabl 8. 
tomic orbitals 
(1) 
O(s) 
l(p) 
2(d) 
:,(f) 
Decomposition of epr e.nt tions tor c, Group ._ . 
Irreducible components gener ted 
by t h atomi~ orbitals 
Ai 
Ai.+ E 
Ai + 2 
2¾+ 2 +2E 
Our functions v to eet thre crit ri . 
have the g ometric hape indicatd by Table 8. 
r t , th ,- · t 
or example • ust l 
be s , P t d , or f - lik • oondly , th y - u t b bav si l ly unde~ 
operations of the roup . TM.rdly , th·e function we choo 
maximum v lu for Hj k hen '/' j and t/J k contain orbital which · 
n are t n ighbor . 
56Knowi the deoo· poeition £or the O _ group en in T•ble 61 
we can us correlation t · ble a given in ~. on, - cius and Cros , 
ol cl.ll Vibrations , cGr .Hill ok eo., lllc.: New York• 19;5, PP• 
;33 .. 300 to 'obtain the d (lOmpositicn fer the c,v group. 
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Since~ appears fiv time, we veto solv 5 x 5 det r-- -
minant . No , functions (114) and {119) sati fy the bove crit ria ae 
they stand. They e labell d as follo r1s 
\J; l = l/ {j(a + b + o) (125) 
'Y 2 = 1/ {,(Pll + P21 + P31) (126) 
4'3 = l/ y6(P12 + P22 + P3a + pl6 + Pz6 + P36) (l2?) 
"-' 4 = l/ {6(.pl3 + 23 + p33 + pl5 + P25 + P:,5) (l2S) 
\J'5 =ii 1/ O<P14 + Pz4 + P34> <129> 
From the bove functions we get the Hjk integr ls 
11.2 = 8,4 = o(. 
H23 • H45 = {2 aL 
(130) 
(1'1) 
with all other off-diagonal. terms z ro because they do not involve 
nearest neighbors. We see here that, if any resonance integrals other 
than Q(. were considered, the off diagonal terma woul,cl become ao 
num rous that the re ulting deteminant would become impossible to 
solve exactly. i tb i nteraction (130), (131), and Hjj int grals (116), 
(122), w, obtain 
A + 2or.. a.( 0 Q. O · 
~ A {zo1. 0 0 
:c 0 
0 fie::,.. A Cl(. 0 
0 0 0(. A /201.. 
0 0 0 f2a A 
wh .re A = Ha - E. Sol11ing determinant (132)• web ve 
,? + 2x4 - 6x3 - lOx2 + 7x + 8 • 0 
(132) 
· (133) 
where x =A/~. To deter in the root of Eq. (133) , we emplo7 
Gra ffe ' s root- squ ing method ,S? , .58 which yi lds the lev l 
• H0 + 2. 60929 ~ 
B
0 
• 2.04661 ~ 
ffo + 1. 78007 1:1( 
H0 - 1 . 10812 Q<, 
H0 + 0.75515 ~ 
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(134) 
(135) 
(1'6) 
(137) 
(138) 
Applying the s e argument to th A2 functions , we obtain the levels 
(139) 
(140) 
The mol eular orbitals given for E do not belong to th same 
column of the representation. In rearranging them so they de , we 
st rt with funetions (115) as they stand and work with functions (121) 
until they tr n form in like manner . The final functions , yi ld.ing 
maxi um H jk int grals , follow f 
lJ! 1 = 1/ {6 ( 2a - b - c) 
'P 2 = 1/ {6(2Pll - p21 - P31,) / 
{141) 
(142) 
~ 3 = 1/2 (Pl2 - P32 + pl6 - p26) (l-4}) 
</;I+ • l/ /12(Pl2 - 2P22 + p}2 + plf.) + P2 • 2P'6) (141+) 
5? , nest G. K ller and Robert • Doherty, -~he tics of Modern 
gineering, Vol . l , Dover bllcation , Inc. a N · ~ork, 193bt P• 98, 
58Robert s. Gask 11 , gineering Mathe ties, Holt , Rienhart • 
d ·nston . Inc . : New York, 1958 , PP• 2~4-253. 
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'\' .5 • l/2 (P13- P:;:; + P1, - P25) (14.5) 
-lf 6 = l/ -/I2(Pl3 .., 2p23 + F3:, + pl.5 + P25 .. ZP35) (l46) 
'1'
1 
= 1/ /6(2P14 - P24 - P34) v,,,, (147) 
Notice that functions 'f 3 and <14• which contain like basis orbitals, 
are or t hogon.al. They must be orthogonal because we .have ta.ken 
Sjk = & jk in detern1inant (:;4). Functions (141) - (14?) yield the 
interaction integrals 
(148) 
(149) 
H24 = H67 :: i CJ (1,0) 
With th ab<>ve iateraetion integrals and the Hjj integrals (ll7) ·and 
(121+), we obtain the determiaant 
0 
A 
0 ./f.o( 
2 
A 0 
0 q_ 0. 0 A 
2 
0 0 
oc. 
0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 
0 
0 
A 
0 
16~ 
2 
0 
0 
Q 
0 
0 0 
0 = 0 (151) 
0 
II 0(. 
2 
A 
Multiplying it out gives 
x5 - x4 - 6x3 + 5x2 + ?x - 4 = O 
(x i l) = 0 
which yields the levels 
J Ha+ C)( 
Ha - 01( 
8a - 2. 1:;845 ea<. 
Hr, + 2. 06408 Qi_ 
ffo - 1. ;0464 ~ 
ffo + 1. 15538 ~ 
8a • 0. 50434 ~ 
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(152) 
(153) 
(15'+) 
(155) 
(156) 
(15?) 
(158) 
(159} 
(160) 
In the sum of th se levels , the v ious ~ terms .approx! a tely 
c eel. Thu , we have a ch ck on the v lidity of our l vels. 
ving d termined the bonding l vela (134) , (136) , (138) , (139) • 
(154) • (157) , and (159) • w a:r:e in a poei tion tc det nnin the resonance 
+l energy for c
3
cc6H5\ • Now , the energy of a valence el ctron eontin d 
in a TT bond bet een adj cent carbon atoms is given by Duffey59 to be 
(161) 
In the single charged ion , we have 18 pi electrons from 18 phenyl 
carbons and two from the cyelopropenyl cation. From q. (161) we see 
that thes e 20 valence lectrons might b.av a tot l 1T electron nergy 
of 
E = 20(Ho + 0( ) = 20lio + 20 0.t (162) 
67 
But , the bonding levels yield a total nergy ot 
(163) 
Thus , the incr ase in bonding due to electrons being able to le v 
localized region d wander throughout the ystem is 
E = 9.17 cc res (164) 
This result may be off so e; for Str itwieeer54 qu.ot s a better value , 
9. 19 Cl< • In any ease , such a 1 · ge resonance energy indicate a very 
s t able structur • Indeed, it has b en synthesized and foun-d to be 
l 
. 60 
relative y t bl • 
The second organic structure tE> be considered ie that of Tetr .. 
phenylcyolobutadiene (Figure VII) , whi ch has squ e eyolobut diene 
ring tits oenter and phenyl derivativ teach corner, This ystem 
is treated as a C~v trueture . Th c · acter table used ppeara as 
T ble 9. 61 
in c
3
(o6a5)3+l , we will split th a t omic orbitals into the 
followings ts: (a t b , o , d); (P11) ; (P1 4) ; (P12, Pi6) ; d (P13, P15) . 
Alo , only nearest neighbor interactions re introduc d. 
The r duoibl repr esentation for the first thr es ta 1 given 
·(165) 
60 
• "reslow and c. Yuan t l • _. f!L_• oq., Bo • .5991 (19.58) . 
61 ring , ter , and Kimble , 2!.• !!!•, p,. :,84. 
68 
Q 
d C 
Figure VII. The tetraphenycyclobutadiene structure 
Table 9. 04v Character Table 
R presentation E 02 
Al l l 
2 l l 
Bi l l 
B2 1 l 
E 2 •2 
whence we get the functions 
Alt ¼(a + b + c + d) 
¼(Pll + p2l + p31 + P41) 
)i(Pl4 + P24 + P.34 + P44) 
B2 : J~(a - b + c • d) 
l2C 11 - p2l + p3l • 41) 
~(Pl4 - p24 + P34 - P44) 
E: 1/ Jz(a - c) 
1/ {2(pll • p31) 
l/ {2(p14 • P34) 
and the Hjj integral 
A1 : Ho+ 2 a< 
2c4 
l 
l 
-1 
.. 1 
0 
69 
2 0' 2°4 V 
l l 
- 1 -1 
l --1 
•l 1 
0 0 
(166) 
(167) 
(168) 
(169) 
70 
(170) 
(171) 
Here as bef or • parameter <:x. equals n rest neighbor int raotion. 
From the l st two eta of orbitals we get the reducible repre-
entation 
er= Ai_ + A2 + 8i + B2 + E 
which gives the igenfunction 
. 1 1/ J8 (Pl2 + p22 + p32 + P42 + pl6 + p26 + P;6 + p46) 
(172) 
l/ J8 (Pl3 p23 + p33 + P43 +. P15 + p25 + P35 + P45) (l?}) 
A2 l l/ {8 ( 12 + p 22 + p 32 + p 42 • 16 • p 26 - p 36 - p 46) 
l/ [8 (P13 + P23 + p33 + P43 - pl5 • F25 - P35 - P45> (l?4) 
8:i_ 1 l/ v8 (:pl2 - p22 + p32 .. P42 - pl6 + p26 • p36 + p46) 
1/ {8 (Pl3 - P23 + P.33 • P43 - Pl5 + 25 • 35 + P45) (i75) 
82 1 l/ {8 (P12 • p22 + p32 • P42 + pl6 • p26 + p36 - P46 ) 
l/ {8 (pl3 ""' p23 + P3.3 - 43 + pl5 "" p25 + P3.5 '"" P45) (l?6) 
E: l/ {2 (Pl2 - p32 ) 
l/ (2 ( 13 - 33) 
l/ Y2 (Pl6 - P36) 
l/ V2 (Pl5 - p35) 
(177) 
Each of the abov functions yields a Hj j integral of \ t 
'½_ I Bo -- twice 
Aat I\) -- twice 
Bl I Bo -- twice 
B2 t Bo ·- twice 
Et Ho --4 times 
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(178) 
(179) 
(160) 
(181), 
(182) 
Each irr d.ucible representation appears more than once. 'l'o 
determine correct levels, 1'e will employ t he decomposition-of-
represent tion table for the c4.,. group. 
Table 10. Decomposition ot Representations for c4v Group 
Atomic orbitals Irreducible co ponents gen rated 
(l) by atomic orbitals 
0() A:i. 
l(p) + E 
2(d) +!Ii+ B2 + E 
3(f) Ai+ 8i + B2 + cE 
Our f'unctiona re to be fomulated so that they satisfy the same 
crit ria s before . Th functions g n r t d by Ai , 
2
, 8i_ , and B
2 
e 
they st· nd s tiafy the thre criteria and yield th l v-el 
Ai I H0 + 2. 60929 
Ho - 2.04661 
Bo+ 1.78007 
ac. 
al 
0(, 
(183) 
(184) 
(185) 
H0 - 1.10812 0< 
H0 + 0.?551.5 ~ 
2: Bo + ~ 
Ha - Q( 
!\• Ho+ 0( 
HO - ~ 
B2: I\, - 2.60929 ~ 
0 + 2.04661 0< 
8a - 1 • 7 007 c:=.c: 
H0 + 1 . 1, 12 C<. 
H0 - 0.75515 0( 
'12 
(186) 
(187) 
(188) 
(189) 
(190) 
(191) 
(192) 
(193) 
(194) 
(195) 
(196) 
h function gener ted by , (168) d (177), must be alt red 
b f ore t h y a r atis f actory. e will f o p-lik fllnction with e.o-
inoiding nod 1 pl n s. Al o. th function u t b orthogon • • 
fin t h f ollo ng f unctions which ti fy our cri t ri 
Th 
W l = l~( o. • b • c + d) 
t.r2 = ~ (Pll - 2l • 3l + 41) 
'-Y3 = ~(- 22. + 42 + Pl6 • 36) 
~ 4 = ~ ( 12 - p32 - 26 + 46) 
tf,5 • (-P23 + P43 + pl5 - p35) 
<r6 ~(Pl3 ·• P33 - p25 + P45) 
'f 7 = ~ (Pl4 '"" p24 - 34 + P44) 
jj int al.s e still given by (171) 
function we obt n the int r action term 
(191) 
(198) 
(199) 
(200) 
(201) 
(202) 
(203) 
d (l 2). rom th bov 
1, 
8:J.2 = 823 • 824 • 8,5 H46 • U,7 • 167 • ~ (204) 
whiob with (171) and (182) yi lda 
A ~ 0 0 0 0 0 
~ ~ Q(. 0 0 0 
0 ~ 0 ~ 0 0 
0 01(, 0 0 ~ 0 .o (205} 
0 0 ~ 0 A 0 01(. 
0 0 0 ~ 0 A ~ 
0 0 0 0 ~ C)( 4 
Solving (205) we get 
{ A)(A + ~ ) (A • ~ ) (A 4- • 6~ 2 2 + 7~ 4) = 0 (206) 
fr· which e g t the l$Vel 
: 8c 
Ho + 0( 
Bo - ~ 
+"''+~a( •Bo+ 2. 10100 c:.<. 
Ho • / 3 + {2o< = Bo - 2.10100 a<. 
Bo + ~ J • {2 o< • Bo + 1. 2592 o<. 
ffo - " ' • {2 o< • Ho • 1.25928 o< 
(20?) 
(208) 
(209) 
(210) 
(2ll) 
(2U) 
(213) 
S · n our lev s , we e a wn of t he coulombic int gral • 
Thi is con i at nt wi th the theor m xpr sed by • (96). ore 
r etrictive form of tld.$ theor i ven in D udel , L febver , 
62 os r. hey t a t t hat if an organic ol cule or complex is 
62Daudel, Lefebv r, and Moser, ~tum Oh istrz, Interecienc• 
Publishers , Ino.t New York, 1959• PP• 57•56• 
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alt rn te (all ring contain an even number of vertiee ) th level 
houl pp r in pair s , i . e . for every orbi l of energy 
Ej = Ho + mj ~ (214) 
there is another level of nergy 
(21.5) 
Also there should b one lev l wher mj = o. No • the tetraphenyl-
cyolobutaciiene tructure , which is alternat I has level (183) - (196) 
and (208) - {213) which . ppear in pairs, while (207) i& jUst Ho• Thus• 
we have re on to believ our l vels are correct . 
e find 13 bond.in orbit ls , which would bold 26 Valene 
el ctrons. But in the ol cule 28 val nee eleet~ons would be u ed. 
+2 Thus• the ion c4cc6u5)4 would tend to fo when v-er po ible. If ite 
l ctrons w re localized in · ingle 11 bond , their nergy ould b 
E = 26(ffo + a( ) = 26¾ + 26 oe. (216) 
-
,t the total en rgy of the deloc ized el ctrons i 
(217) 
Thu.a , the resonance energy i 
E = 12. 1:S a< re (21 ) 
H nee , the tetr henycyclobut din ion should be r 1 tively stabl . 
Introduotor work we lso done on pent phenylcyclopent dien,l 
(s e Figur VIII) . 63 Thi complex h c5v eymm try, for which the 
o acter tabl is shown in Table u .64 
63strei t wie er, !m• cit.• P• 273. 
6'+ rin , Walter, and Y.i ble , ii• <:it ., P • 384. 
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1 
Figure VIII. The pentaphenylcyclopentadienyl structure 
?6 
T bl 11. o
5
v Gh racter Table 
Repr sentation E 20, 2C
2 , 5 0" y 
Ai l l l l . 
A, l 1 l -1 
~ 2 ~ • ~+l. 0 2 2 
Ee - (+~ ti 0 2 · 2 
Th b si orbitals divide into the fcllcWUS aet : ( t b 1 c , 
d, •h (P11); (P14); (Piz·• P16); and (P13, P15) . For eacb of the fir t 
three sets w obtain the reducible repreeentatioll 
er = Ai_ + E.1_ + E2 (219) 
For oh of the remaining two s is we g t 
(220) 
A deoomposi t1o -of•- representation table is not avail bl for 
the c
5
v group. Thus, w tried t.o fo tunctione t t would tnnaform 
similarly and that vculd give us a finite valu for jk when 'P j and 
lf k contain near st 11 ighbors, The functions generated bJ Ai and A2 
can b u. ed directly sinoe they • .•ti fy the two rem ~ning criteria. 
They inc1ude the . xpression 
: l/ {s( + b + c + d. + e) 
l/ f,(pll + Pa + P3l + P4l + P51) 
1/ V5(P14 + P24 + P:,4 + l\4 + PSlt) (221) 
l/ M(P12+P22+ 32+ 42+ 52+ 16+ 26+P36+P46+P56) 
l/ {ic(P13+P23+P3}+P43+P53+P15+P25+P35+P45+P55) 
A2: 1/ ~lO(P12+P22+P32+P42+P52-F16•P26.,.p36-P46-P56) 
1/ VlO(P13+ 23+P33+P43+P.53-P15•P25•P;.5•P45•P55) 
which yield the 1 vela 
H
0 
+ 2. 60929 0(. 
lfo - 2. 0466l.Q( 
Iio + 1. 78oo7 0c! 
Ho - 1 . 10812 ex 
Ha + 0. 75515 a( 
0 + ~ 
The functions gen ra~ed for E:i, and 2 do not give nonz ro 
77 
(222) 
(223) 
(224) 
(225) 
(226) 
(22.7) 
(228) 
(229) 
Hjk integrals . ' hus, we must op r ate on th functions until wed gt 
mixed ones havin th greatest possible jk utegr ls. But we run 
into problem ; the ple f uncti_on that give us finit Hjk iategr a 
pp ently do nQt transform simil ly. Bow Yr, the following 
functions are the best ones w could find : 
1/ {io(2a + rb - sc - sd + re) 
1/ ~l0(2P11 + rP21 - aP31 - s 41 + rP51) 
1/ Vl0(2 12 + r 22 - sP32 • sP4z + r P52) 
1/ {lo(2P16 + rP26 - s 36 - sP46 + r 56) 
1/ ~10(2P13 + rP23 • sP33 • sP43 + rP53) 
1/ J 10(2P15 + rP25 • sP35 - sP45 + rP55) 
(2,30) 
l/ fio( 2Fl4 + rP24 - aP34 • sP44 + rP54) 
Here r ,. ~ - l and a ,. ,J5 2 l :r or ~ while r • - .[5 + l and 
2 · - 2 
s = • ~ - 1 fer E
2
• From the fU11ctions (230) we obtain the integrals 
2 
Hjj = H0 (231) 
Hi1 • io + q c:x q = ~ 4 l fo~ i:i, (232) 
q == • ~ . + l for 22 4 . 
1½_2 = H23 = 124 = 8,5 = ·846 = H57 = 167 • ~ (23}) 
which when subs tituted into determinant (34) gives u& the level.a 
H0 + ~ '(234) 
~- ~ (~) 
and the polynomial 
A'j + q C:A. A 4 • 6 oc.. 2.A"j • Sq ~ 'A2 • 7 c/•A • 4q * 0 (236) 
for both Ei. and E2• 
Perhaps because of the natu.re of the roots, the root-squaring 
method was not effective in solving Eq .• (236) . 
It is the auth r•s hope that it will be possible for aomeon 
else in connection with the NSF research program to find better function 
and a solution to this pro·blem. 
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APPENDIX 
Here certain useful conditions that must be met by independent 
eigenfunctions which form the basis of an irreducible representation 
will be derived, 
St rt with Eq. (24) in the form 
1d•i = t '\' ~ r i (ll)jl 
j=l 
which shows how the eigenfunctions transform. Now, the complet• matri.x 
equation is 
or 
• • 
r;_ (R) jl... ri (R) jl... ri (R} jk 
• 
• 
• 
• .. 
• 
CJi "'i • .. R .,, i • .. R +~> = L"' i r 1 <R>u +•. • <I-~ r 1 <a> ;11 +• • .+'f'; q_ Oi>kl.l 
••• [ y, fr 1 (R)ll + •• •+ </, ~ r i (R) jl +•. •+ t; r 1 (R)kl • • • (A . 2) 
On says that tt i belonge to th !th column of the !th irreducible 
representation. The remaining c../,-1 •s are eall d partner functions of 
lf i. 65 The partner functions also s tisfy a ... elationship like (A.l) 
65~gene P. Wigner• GrouE Theory , cademic Press: New York, 
19.59-. P• 112. 
and said to belong to the rem - ning columns of th 1th irreducible ... 
representation. 
I 
1L i i will how that two function · 't' 1 and Q> l t which belo to two 
di.fferent irr ducible r presentations or to two different coluauu, of 
th am repr aentation are (math ma tic . ly) ortho n • 66 Thea in a 
similar manner , w will show tha.t the inte al 
t 
5. i ~ H ¢, l • d 'l' 
equals zero unless the eig nfunotiona belong to the s e column of the 
aarn irr ducible repres nt a tion . 
e have for th functions . int rms of their irr educibl 
Npr ntat ione 
Rfi = 
( . 3) 
To dete in.e if th two function.a are orthogonal , will ev. i.u-
ate the scalar produc I for two function ortho ona1 if th 1:r 
67 scalar product is zero. From 1gner we find that the Hermitian 
( , It) 
A unit ry transformation leaves the nermiti oalar produc. uncbanpd;68 
66 u5. Ibid., P• -
67 Ibid., P• 34. 
68Ib .m!·• P• 2.5 • 
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thus 
(A.S) 
Our r •·s are transformation matrices and do not depend on a partie·ular 
space; so , 
i 1 1 k >- Qo i i ' ( + l' 4>- 1 t ) = 2 r 1 (' )jl ?- r i . (R) . ' l ' s"' ~ cpj ' d 'l' 
j:l J'al J J 
- 0. 
Summing over a11 .operaticne and using the orthogona.U,ty condition69 for 
our f' • e , have 
wher his the number of symmetry operations corresponding to the 
system. The right hand side ot ( . 6) ie diff rent from zero only when 
j • j t • With j c j ' both representations ( r i and r i ,) will have the 
' dimen ion k (assume j ) j) . Since th scalar produet on the left 
is independent of R, summing over the h operations and dividing by h 
le ves 
c:::.o 
k f . i ' 
£ )'r ~ tP j d7 
j=l -oo 
( .7) 
If i /, i ' 1. th two eigenfunctions do not belong to th same irreducible 
• representa tion. If l /: l , the two igenfunctions do not belong to the 
69 Ibid., P• 79• -
I 
. t. ao 1 
,.,, ( . ) 
. o.. 
• ( .7 .• 
I 'P 'f 
• 
oO 
1• 
CDo • s 'r l q> f ..,, • s , '/' ¢1! ,,, 1 
. co _, CC> 
"' ¢> 1 ' h 
( ,. • u 
• • 
y • cSu • ~ 'i ( • ) 
n 1 • • • 
co 
~ • - ~u • ~ s 'r j ¢> d 'r ( .1 ) 
- 00 
jwl - 00 
y, • 
t · • ( . 1 
• 
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Equation ( .11) shows that if a level is triply d g•n te (k • :,) it 
doea not make any dif! rence which of the three i~dependent e1gen• 
ructions we use to form the Bjj integral ia determinant<,~). 
